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Marlborough Roads  

Local Road Asset Management Report – 
December-January 2018/19 
(Information prepared by Frank Porter) R800-007-02 

General 
This report covers the months of December 2018 and January 2019 

This report will also include commentary on topical February activity.  

Marlborough Roads staff are working alongside Transport Agency national office staff to develop the 
next Marlborough Network Outcomes Contract (NOC). Registrations of Interest close in February.  
There have been delays getting the pro forma document finalised and now the specific Marlborough 
inputs meaning there will be an extension required to the current contract to at least October 2019.  All 
parties are agreeable to an extension. 

The District Council maintenance and renewals programmes are generally on track.  
Marlborough Roads expects the sealing programme to be completed by 31 March and have additional 
resource available to ensure timely completion should there be unforeseen delays in delivering this 
work. 

The 200m length of area treatment is complete on Speeds Road.  A programme of renewal works on 
the Waihopai Valley Road have continued resulting from the upsurge in logging activity. Further works 
are programmed for Awatere Valley Road and Marfells Beach Road. 

Pavement repair works and levelling of slumps on Kenepuru Road, Port Underwood Road and the 
French Pass Road will continue through to the end of summer. 

Overall, the network is in an acceptable condition particularly considering the long hot dry spell.  HEBs 
have made good progress with general Sounds maintenance which is reflected in a slightly lower 
number of customer calls recorded compared to the same time as the previous year. 

Road safety continues to be a key Marlborough Roads focus.  Four serious crashes were reported for 
December and January, three on local Roads and a pedestrian fatality on Middle Renwick (SH6) 
Road.   

Financial Commentary 
The total maintenance and renewals budgets for local roads is $12.8m.  Over and above this 
Marlborough Roads are managing a $4.4m emergency works recovery and a $4.3m Local Road 
improvement programme.   

The maintenance tracking graph is shown below and indicates the programme is operating close to 
budget.  Escalation claims are lagging and are being managed within this account. As identified in the 
last report, these are now running at around $100,000 per month.   

Renewals expenditure is behind the financial programme with only 30% of the reseal programme 
completed at the end of January.  As indicated in the general comments the sealing programmes are 
expected to be completed by 31 March and other renewals to progress beyond that date.  The 
expenditure tracking is also shown below. 
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These graphs do not include power for street lighting, professional services costs and administration 
on-costs. 
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MDC Subsidised Roading 2018/2019 Maintenance 
Actual vs Budget (excl approved FD) incls MDC Direct Costs 
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MDC Subsidised Roading 2018/2019 Renewals 
Actual vs Budget  

 

Storm damage recovery works are running to budget.  The emergency works claim to date is $2.86m 
representing 65% of the budget allocation. 

One area of concern is contract cost adjustments. The NOC contract rates were determined as of 
1 July 2013.  

Monthly Activities 

Network Outcomes Contract 

The current Network Outcomes Contract (NOC) finish date is 30 June this year.  All highways in 
New Zealand are now operated under the NOC model. The next version of the NOC contracts is about 
to be released as the pro forma document for all future NOC contracts re-bids.  Marlborough is the first 
area to retender the next NOC contract under the new version.  
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Marlborough Roads Activities 

Andrew James has been appointed to the position of Manager System Management – Top of South 
and has been able to spend a month in February with Frank Porter pending his retirement on 1 March. 

There is a considerable amount of work required of both a national team and a local 
Marlborough Roads team to complete the Marlborough document.  Marlborough Roads staff with 
support from our national office and staff at WSP-Opus locally are completing the document to 
particularly focus on levels of service for the local road network.  A separate estimating exercise will 
also be undertaken to review affordability for Council.   

The HEB/Opus JV have brought in additional support from other offices to manage their programme to 
the end of the current contract.   

Marlborough Roads office has been under-resourced in the network/asset management area and 
more so with no success to date filling the vacant network manager position.  The office has 
advertised this position twice without success.  The position has been re-advertised.  Despite the 
resource issues, the work programmes are on track through support of our staff and suppliers. 

The contracted Senior Network Manager position held by Tom Wieringa expires in July although Tom 
has indicated his intention to finish earlier. Tom has currently extended his stay in Marlborough till the 
end of March.  The intention is to create this position as a permanent position. 

Project Status 
State Highways – Earthquake Recovery 

On SH1, reconstruction of SH 1 at the Tar Barrel south of Ward including safety improvements is 
continuing with pavement smoothing and maintenance works.  

Reinstatement of the Ure Bridge is progressing with joint damage and surface levelling yet to be 
completed.  

The SH 63 Alternate Route has a large programme of reseals that are well underway. 

Ōpaoa 

Work is progressing well on the new Ōpaoa River Bridge with northern construction well underway 
and caisson driving commencing in late February. Work being undertaken at this stage is off the 
highway so no delays to traffic. 

Local Roads 

Musgrave’s bridge on the Waihopai Valley road is substantially complete.  

The Beaver Road Eltham Road cycle project works in Eltham Road are complete and the 
Beaver Road speed moderation hump trial continues.  To date this seems to have been successful in 
removing fast travelling cars using Beaver Road an unimpeded through route parallel to Lee Street, 
with the chamfering of kerbs at entranceways on Eltham Road. Speed humps are to be installed on 
Beaver Road.  

New kerb and channel and footpath is substantially complete in Durham Street Picton. The Blenheim 
footpath reseal programme is underway in Blenheim. 

Communications 
The following section covers CRMS contacts.   
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Customer Database Information 

The following information is taken from the Transport Agency’s CRMS database for the report period 
The total number of calls received at 261 represents a 10% reduction over the same period last year. 

December 2018 CRMS No. of 
Calls Percentage 

Compliment 2 2% 

Comment 84 67% 

Requests 22 18% 

Complaints 15 12% 

Feedback 1 1% 

Total 124  

 

January 2019 CRMS No. of 
Calls Percentage 

Compliment 2 1% 

Comment 93 69% 

Requests 32 23% 

Complaints 10 7% 

Total 137  

Community Interactions 

Various meetings and discussions have been held with residents and stakeholders. 

Road Safety 
The JV monitors crash trends which continue to show no significant change in total crashes in 
Marlborough. Data over the recent months may not be updated noting there is usually a two to four 
month lag in recording minor and non-injury crashes. 

There is a national trend of increasing serious trauma crashes.  Marlborough does seem to be one 
area going against this trend on a 12-month rolling basis although the latest December crashes may 
have an impact on this.   
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Zero Harm 
Health and Safety reporting 

Relevant indicators of good Health and Safety practices are reported monthly by the JV. 

The TRIFR Score Table is included showing the history for the 12 month period below: 
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The JV’s TRIFR Score has increased slightly from 7.1=7.9 

No health and safety incidents were recorded within the Marlborough Roads office.   
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Rivers and Drainage Section – Activity Report 
(Information prepared by Geoff Dick, Steve Bezar, David Aires, Jan Dimmendaal, Hai Trieu, 
Duc Nuygen)  R700-014-01 

 
Oblique aerial view looking east at SH1 where flows are split down the Diversion and 

Lower Wairau (to the right) 

Wairau River 
Erosion control work has been completed for now again at Gibsons Road and at Brooke-Taylor on the 
true left bank along Kaituna-Track Road. Over 1850t has been placed as riprap or small stub groynes 
to encourage the river away from eroding river bank.  Contract 18-178 to supply 4,000t rock to two 
stock pile sites has been completed well within contract timeframes. 

Monitoring of river flows at the SH 1 split between the Diversion and Lower Wairau continues. 

Ongoing effort has gone into watering establishing native and recently planted high-value timber river 
berm plantings, along with associated releasing work.  This water is tankered by contractor from the 
Blenheim municipal supply.  
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Oblique aerial view looking north at extent of recent rock rip rap and groynes at 
Brooke Taylor, Kaituna Track 

Lower Wairau  

Vegetation establishing on central river islands was removed in conjunction with localised gravel 
extraction at Spring Creek outlet. Numerous repairs have been made to vehicle safety barriers at 
Ferry Bridge over the summer period due to persistent vandalism. 

Willow and Poplar Nursery   

The Lansdowne willow and polar nursery (and associated satellite nurseries) have been form pruned, 
tied, branches cleared, weed-eated and watered. 

 

 

 

 

 Lansdowne Nursery, Ōpaoa River 
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Wairau Floodplain and Tributaries 
Ruakanakana Creek (just downstream of Waihopai intake) 

The SVIS River intake control gate was shut down to accommodate nominal surface water flows to 
meet consent conditions on 28 January and has been off since 1 February until now. 

Omaka River  

Fallen trees and snags have been mechanically removed from the fairway between Hawkesbury Road 
Bridge and Tyntesfield Road Bridge. 

Wither Hills 

Track maintenance including widening, metalling and storm water control over 5km has been 
completed up Sutherland Stream and along the Mt Vernon track. 

Track widening and safety improvements – Mt Vernon track, Wither Hills 

Drainage 

Floodgates annual inspection run - Wairau system 

The annual floodgate inspection run has been done along the lower Wairau river system. About 200 
gates have been inspected, and maintenance completed as necessary such as a new paint coat, 
repaired arms, lubricate hinges etc. The majority of this work can be done on site although some gates 
were removed and brought back to workshop for further repair before refit. There is still a number of 
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gates are under water the whole time at tidal area, so they will need a specific maintenance 
programme for each of them. 
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Lower Ōpaoa River 

Park Terrace stopbank earthquake repair 

The major rebuild and strengthening of this stopbank is progressing well and close to programme. The final 
section of the foundation base is currently being excavated in preparation for reinforcement and 
reconstruction using selected quarry stripping fill. 

 

Existing stopbank stripped in preparation for reconstruction. 
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Below the base level has been excavated prior to foundation reinforcement. A 300-400mm layer of large 
gabion rock is placed at the bottom of the base foundation, blinded by 100mm layer of high clay content 
AP40, then A29 Bidim cloth. The cloth to be covered with compacted further 100mm layer of DAP40 before 
the first layer of Tensa geogrid has been laid. 
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Dredging Lower Ōpaoa: dredging work at Lower Ōpaoa River phase 1 has been completed. Site 
levelling/berm shaping, and then sowing grass will be carried out in March. 

Site 1 and 2 

 

Site 3 and 3b 
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Site 4 

 

Site 6 and 7 
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Site 8 

 

Taylor River: Town Area 

Water levels at Riverside Park have stayed at expected low levels over the summer with no rain inflows and 
following completing of the dredging work downstream.  However in the last week or so levels have risen as 
weed regrowth occurs in the lower Ōpaoa.  Accordingly the summer weed cut is underway.  Next year under 
the new plan we will have to schedule weed cuts either side of the March/April inanga spawning period.  

Caseys Creek upgrade 

Grant Hood Contracting are about 25% of their way through the Caseys Creek capacity upgrade works 
upstream of Lansdowne Park.  Currently they are underway with the replacement of the first of the rural 
crossing with a larger box culvert.  Unfortunately the excavation for the culvert base has set off a large new 
spring flow making pouring of the wing wall floors difficult including dewatering treatment. 

Stormwater Pumping Stations 

All 30 stations: quarterly mechanical inspection has been done by Eckford Engineering. 

Pembers: a faulty contactor has been replaced.  Eckfords are also currently over hauling the second pump 
from the Hunters Road pump station.  This is part of a routine pump check and refurbishment schedule.  

Drainage Maintenance 

Long Section Caseys Drain A,at Leov’s and Gibsons. Long Section Caseys Drain B at Hawkes, Birds and 
Scott in preparation for excavation and access culvert replacement. The Caseys Drain A excavation is to 
accommodate excess stormwater overflow from the new Rose Manor subdivision on Old Renwick Road. 

Requests have been received to extend access culverts to accommodate truck and trailer access into 
vineyards at time of harvest. These extensions will allow for a greater turning circle for the truck and trailer 
units. 

Drain F- Fell Street Grovetown has been surveyed in preparation for excavation and the replacement of 
three access culverts. This work is a consent requirement of a subdivision on Vickerman Street to 
accommodate stormwater discharges from this development. 
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Town Branch Drain from the pump station to Alabama Road has been excavated 472 metres. 

Willow trees along the Quarry drain at Tuamarina have been removed to clear the drain as upstream flow 
was being impeded.  

A meeting with the Compliance group was held to outline our waterway management actions, reasons and 
permissions for those works. They had some concerns re dirty water as a result of a small number of works. 

Floodway Reserves 
• Some blocks of trees have been getting watered during this current dry period. Some trees look stressed 

and may have already succumbed but mortalities will be checked in the Autumn. 

• Fencing prices and access are being prepared for access along the Riverlands Co-op drain. 

A huge Elm tree was removed from the Ōpaoa Loop under very difficult conditions and the costs or this 
exercise was considerable. A review of cost responsibilities permitted tree species and resulting 
management in urban environments should be undertaken. 

 

Council Rivers staff have assisted with filming access at the Taylor Dam and a corporate Winery 
Mountain Bike event at the Conders Mountain Bike area. 

Picton, Sounds and Awatere 

Waikawa and Waitohi Rivers 

Ongoing waterway maintenance including spot spraying, weed eating and removal of heavy woody weed 
infestations have been carried out over recent weeks.  Strategic floodway tree removal has just been 
completed at Alexander Motor Camp to help with reducing flood-flow pressures on true left bank 
accentuating flood depths on residential properties. Further structural work is programmed here in future. 
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Investigation and Miscellaneous 
• A rainfall runoff model is being developed for the Endeavour Stream system in Picton. The model 

extended from Joseph Sullivan Drive to the outfall in Waikawa Marina helps to determine the maximum 
flow capacity in the system under current and future development plans and climate conditions. The 
present model, which was developed, based on the latest terrain data – LiDAR2018 in Picton area could 
provide some information about inundation. Further improvement of the model predictions is still being 
performed. 

• A survey plan is proposed for Endeavour Stream including the channel cross sections and hydraulic 
structures (culvert, bridge, stormwater line). The surveys are planned to carry out in late March 2019. 

 
Flow trajectories modelled in Endeavour Stream under a 50-year designed rainfall event. 

Gravel Extraction 
Fulton Hogan are currently extracting 20,000m3 at Lodden Lane, Wairau Valley as part of a river fairway 
widening exercise.  The exercise is going very well this summer with settled weather and continuous low flow 
conditions. 

Council has been approached by Gill Construction for additional allocation to supply gravel for the new 
Ōpaoa River bridge road approaches.  Consideration is being considered to issue a special one off 
additional permit in the Centre Valley/Lodden Lane reach to facilitate this demand. 

This summer we will complete some additional river bed level monitoring in the Diversion/Lower Wairau flow 
split area to monitor whether extraction volumes here are appropriate to maintain a stable bed level that 
protects bridge foundations but maintains good hydraulic capacity in the event of another very large flood. 

Quarries 

Pukaka 

The quarry is being kept busy supplying small/gabion rock grades, and clay overburden fill for the 
Caseys Creek and Park Terrace stopbank upgrades.   
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Planning and Development Section 

Renwick Water Treatment Plant Reservoir 
(Information prepared by Mark Power)   C315-16-43 

This contract is for the supply and construction of a new 1,500 m3 above ground concrete reservoir, including 
pipework and controls. There are significant ground improvement works to stabilise the ground. 

The reservoir is to be located at the existing water treatment plant site, at 24 River Terrace, Renwick. 

The contract was awarded on 31 January 2019 to Fulton Hogan, who intends to commence work in March 
2019. The works are programmed for completion in June 2020. 
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Services and Operations 

Waste Management Limited – Request to Use RRC 
(Information prepared by Alec McNeil) C315-13-13-01 

Waste Management Limited (WML) is a private waste company who operate a waste and recycling collection 
business in Marlborough. They also process some of this recycling within the region. 

The company approached council and asked that consideration be given for them to deliver their collected 
recycling direct to the Resource Recovery Centre.  

This request was discussed with the council contractor who operates the Resource Recovery Centre. In lieu 
of these discussions a commercial proposal, consisting of a processing rate per tonne, was given to WML. 
This proposal was subsequently declined.  

Whilst there is no gate fee at the Resource Recovery Centre for current commercial deliveries the WML 
approach would have doubled some recycling tonnage throughputs resulting in additional processing costs 
at the site. Hence the reason for signalling a processing tonnage rate to WML.    

This exercise has raised some issues with the current contract framework and interpretation which staff are 
working through. In essence council has to balance the contract agreement at tender against changes in 
market conditions during the contract term. In addition council needs to ensure that the cost of processing 
recycling is not absorbed by the ratepayer on behalf of the private sector.  
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Reserves and Amenities Section Activity Report 
(Information prepared by Jane Tito, Robert Hutchinson, Robin Dunn, Grahame Smail, 
Linda Craighead, Robyn Blackburn, Murray Morgan, Brad Molony, Vanessa Evans, 
Rebecca Moorhouse)  R510-009-000-01 

Blenheim Parks and Reserves 
Pollard Park and Seymour Square 

Our two premier parks continue to look in great condition with a lot of effort put in by staff.  

 

The playground at Pollard Park is moving into the second phase of work, with some planning being done 
now and selection of equipment. The first phase of the playground refurbishment at Pollard Park is 
completed. 
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Burleigh Park 

The old wooden play structure has come to the end of its life and is being replaced with a new style climbing 
frame. Staff are also working on a modular maze to be installed at the park as funds become available. 
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Town Centre 

New Bean Bag storage containers have been built and placed in The Quay’s, Bythell Place and 
Market Place. 

  

Marlborough Sports Parks 

Contractors have started work on the transition from summer sport layout to winter sports layouts. 
We have an early start for rugby, due to the World Cup, although some grounds may struggle to be playable. 
Luckily we are not as bad as the Tasman region who have stopped watering parks thus making them 
unplayable due to possible player injury. 

 
Endeavour Park 

Wither Hills Farm Park 
Extreme Fire Risk – Restricted Access  

The upper tracks of the Farm Park were closed on Tuesday 19 February as the Drought Code was over 
500 indices and a decision was made in conjunction with FENZ. 

Around 20 signs, A2 size, were installed at all key track starts that head up to the upper tracks. 
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The lower tracks remain open for park users along with the Taylor River trails. 

Closure of upper tracks in Victoria Domain, the access road into the Domain, the Tirohanga Track and a 
section of the Link Pathway also took place on Wednesday 20th February and then reopened after 70mm of 
rain on Tuesday 26 February. 

This was done after consultation with DoC, FENZ, Destination Marlborough and the local community. 

New Car Park – Taylor Pass Entrance 

Many tough indigenous plants and trees have died or struggling with the prolonged drought. 

Mountain Bike and Walking Track Upgrade and Additional Signage 

No maintenance work has been undertaken due to dry conditions. 

Three Yearly Outdoor Structure Inspections 
 
Recommended works from the OPUS report prepared in December 2018 are being undertaken by each 
Reserve officer responsible for each area, to ensure structures remain safe and serviceable. 

A report is being prepared for Committee. 
 
A building consent is being lodged for a proposed structure to bridge a slip on the Humphries Dam in Picton. 

An assessment has been done on the failing culvert on the Kotuku Track with remedial work to follow. 

A survey to identify property boundaries is underway prior to track upgrade work on the Waterfall Track in 
Havelock.  

Picton Reserves 
Victoria Domain  
Weed spraying along the road edges was done during the recent road closure and further extensive weed 
control work has been carried out within the domain.  
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Weed control is also taking place around the perimeter of the Domain to prevent re-infestation of Sycamore 
seedling. 

Northern Marlborough/Sounds 
Havelock Domain Entrance and Skate Park 

The outdoor gym equipment has been given a thorough check, clean and service to keep all components 
operating effectively. 

Rai Valley 

Consultation is underway with the local community regarding installing additional play equipment at Rai 
Stream Reserve to cater for pre-school age children. 

Anakiwa & Tirimoana 
A recent meeting with TARA members was held in the bay to discuss Stage 2 of the Village Green Baxters 
Beach upgrade and a walking track within Tirimoana Reserve. 

Bus parking was also discussed as this has been a safety concern and point of contention at Anakiwa over 
recent months.  

Old man pine tree removal is also proposed at the QC Track end and this was also discussed.  

Swimming Pools 

Seddon Pool 

With the hot days in the past month or so the pool has been getting some good use by the locals, Mats have 
been supplied to surround the pool edge and we received some great feedback regarding the mats.  Users 
have remarked that it has helped stop feet burning on the concrete, and children from hurting themselves if 
they fall over.  

Marlborough Youth Trust will hold their Sundown Sports Series on Friday 8 March from 7 pm till 10 pm at the 
pool.  All youth from year 9 through to year 13 are welcome to attend. The night will include sports, social 
games, youth talks & free food. Transport has also been made available.  

General 

Street Tree Enquiry Numbers  

49 street tree issues/enquiries  - November to 17 December 2018. 
100 Street tree issues/enquiries  - 17 December 2018 to 25 February 2019 

Removal of several street trees has been required due to on-going damage to paths and/or other 
infrastructure. 

Parks and Reserves Tree Risk Assessments:  

Reserves commenced an assessment programme of Council’s high tree portfolio in January 2019. The 
assessment was particularly aimed at the condition of trees over six meters. Currently we have removed 
15 trees due to decline in tree health and the health and safety of the general public in relation to the tree. 

Our second round of inspections is currently underway and we expect there will be additional 
recommendation for removal given the harsh summer experienced.  
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Rangers’ Report 
(Information prepared by Murray Morgan) R510-006-02, R510-005-04 

Graffiti 

We continue to experience a fairly low level of graffiti vandalism in Marlborough. 

Responsible / Freedom Camping  

Ranger staff have been kept very busy with higher numbers of responsible / freedom camping visitors to 
Marlborough. This year has seen slightly longer hours worked due to the arrival of three ferries after 
midnight. This was particularly noticeable at Koromiko and Renwick with site overcrowding at times.  

Overall the visitors have been very well behaved. Council has issued 49 infringements, the majority for too 
many at site or vehicles that are not fully compliant for a site. 

 

Responsible/Freedom Camping Report 

A recent and timely reporting system has provided Council with some valuable data on responsible/freedom 
user behaviour in Marlborough. The pilot program funded by MBIE is for a 4 month period ending in April 
2019. The data is captured from APPS commonly used by the campers/visitors, the resulting report builds on 
the data received and provides a very robust picture of use of our sites. The report covers: 

1. Total recorded overnight stays by users in the region 
2. Overnight stays by day of month 
3. Key areas where users are spending the night 
4. Which region they are going to/coming from  
5. Time entering/exiting the region 
6. The number of nights spent in region 
7. Public toilet searchers (greater than 5kms from a toilet) 
8. Popular freedom campsites in the region 
9. Distance users are from freedom campsite 
10. Freedom campsite arrival times 
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Table 1 provides data on visitor trends at our responsible camping sites in Marlborough since 
November 2018. 
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Table 1: Responsible Camping – Total Visitors 

 

Of the total number of visitors, table 2 shows the duration of stay. 

 
Table 2: Responsible Camping: Overnight Stays by duration 
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General  

We have had less illegal dumpings than normal. This may be related to the time of the year and is 
consistent with last year’s report.  

There were no vehicle dumpings this period compared to the previous reporting period. 

Road Safety Coordinator Update 
(Information prepared by Robyn Blackburn) R800-005-03 

Safe Motorcycling 

ACC and the Transport Agency are heavily involved with delivering the ShinySideUp events 
throughout New Zealand. MDC were involved with the Nelson event on 3 February and over 
100 riders were signed up for Ride Forever training courses. About 1500 people attended the 
event with a more thorough evaluation due out later. 
 
Dave Moss from the US was in Blenheim on the 2 February before heading off to the 
ShinySideUp event in Nelson. Dave was contracted by MDC to provide suspension checks 
on bikes and there was a lot of interest from our riders. 25 Riders had their bikes processed 
with another six riders missing out as the workshop registrations were full.  
 

Jim Barrett wrote on his 
FaceBook; 

Just spent some quality 
time watching and 
listening to Dave Moss, 
suspension guru. 

Amazing how we adapt 
and get used to badly 
adjusted and wrongly 
adjusted bikes. 

So many bikes with bent 
bars and levers. But the 
rider has adapted to them. 

So many with badly 
adjusted suspension, 

giving the rider less than an acceptable ride, but again the rider has adjusted. Get along to 
SSU and get him to adjust your bike. Less than 10 minutes with mine and it has been 
transformed. 

Thanks to MDC especially Roybn Blackburn and ACC. A really good initiative for motorcycle 
enthusiasts  

Young Drivers  

The Marlborough Community Mentoring Programme planning is full steam ahead now that Council 
has approved to manage the car as its asset. An MOU between the Marlborough District Council and 
the Police has been drafted and is currently with the Police to make any changes. Supporting Families 
have been contacted who will manage student registrations for the programme and will liaise with the 
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Police when young people need driver training. Supporting Families currently have four students on 
their books waiting for the programme to start. 

The number of Learner Licence workshops has increased in 2019 to cater for the growing number of 
students who need the support our multi-organisational programme can offer, with additional funding 
from the Transport Agency. The first workshop for 2019 was held on 13 -15 February with 13 students 
completing the two days of training and then passing their Learner Licence test. Further courses are 
planned for each month up to July with spaces filling up fast. 

All partners are pleased with the processes set up to manage these programmes for Marlborough’s 
young drivers. Because each partner is prepared to make an effort to ensure the success and 
sustainability of the programmes the workloads can be evenly shared and easily managed. We are all 
proud of what we can achieve through good collaboration. 

Older Drivers  

The Police, the Transport Agency and Council are working collaboratively with Age Concern to deliver 
a ‘week’ of senior road safety events in March. A ‘Safe Driving’ event is planned for Monday, a meet 
Age Concern day on Tuesday, a CarFit Event is planned Wednesday, Life without a Car and Mobility 
Scooter workshop is planned Thursday, with a Mobility Scooter World Record attempt planned again 
for the Friday. Recent ‘older road user’ fatalities are of concern to road safety focused agencies and 
regular meetings have resulted in a number of other interventions being considered. 

Of most important to the Police is the age of Marlborough’s fleet and the number of older drivers who 
drive older cars. Highway Patrol will talk to this at the Safe Driving event supported with some powerful 
data collected from the last Trafinz Conference. Highway Patrol will discuss the importance of driving 
vehicles with at least a three star ANCAP safety rating. 

Fatigue  

A number of road safety partners including Police, Transport Agency, ACC and local Councils held 
three January Fatigue Stop events on the West Coast, in Tasman, and in Kekerengu. 90% of vehicles 
heading South were stopped at Kekerengu, and 50% of vehicles heading South/West were stopped at 
Murchison. No data from the Kumara stop has been collected. 

All partners agreed the events were worthwhile and the drivers received the slight delay in their travel 
plans well. Drivers were offered free coffees and resource bags in exchange for engagement relating 
to driving and fatigue. 

An event debrief was held at MDC on 1 February with a number of suggestions made as to how to 
improve and enhance future events that are planned for April and October. 
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